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Amelia Bedelia goes to school and mixes up just about everything in this bright and funny picture book about childhood an iconic character. In the first book in the nationally bestselling series about childhood, America's favorite literally minded mistress, Amelia Bedelia is sure she will
absolutely love school, after all, who doesn't love? But after hopping on the bus like a bunny (hurry up, sweetheart!), confusing her name tag with the game (we don't play the tag), and pasting herself in her seat (oh dear), Amelia Bedelia reveals that what she feels about giving is not always
the way the world works. However, friendships, lessons learned and projects are being developed, and through it all amelia Betelly's teacher, Mrs. Edwards, offers gentle guidance and an open heart. Amelia Bedelia's books have sold over 35 million copies! This is Amelia Bedelia, but a pint
sized package! Honestly, I think it's pretty hard not to love Amelia Bedelia, even if she's a little younger than what you might be familiar with. She is such a wacky, good-leed personality, you can't help but love her. I think I liked older Amelia just a little better, but junior Amelia has a lot to do
for her, too. This is Amelia Bedelia, but a pint sized package! Honestly, I think it's pretty hard not to love Amelia Bedelia, even if she's a little younger than what you might be familiar with. She is such a wacky, good-leed personality, you can't help but love her. I think I liked older Amelia just
a little better, but junior Amelia has a lot to do for her, too. ... more Page 2 Average customer ratings Overall 4.5 of 5 stars 4.4 from 5.0 5 Stars 6 4 Stars 1 3 Stars 0 2 Stars 0 1 Stars 1 Performance 4 of 5 stars 4.0 of 5.0 of 5.00 of 5.10 5 Stars 3 4 Stars 2 3 Stars 0 2 Stars 0 1 Stars 1 Story
1 of 5 stars 3.8 of 5.0 5 Stars 2 4 Stars 3 3 Stars 0 2 Stars 0 1 Stars 1 Summary A: We're going back in time for the day Amelia Bedelia started going to school. All you learned to love grown-up Amelia Bedelia can be found in the new girl version, too. Reader enjoyment factors: This picture
adds humor and can ease jitters for children on this first day of school. Content awareness factors: None. Little Kid Reaction My Daughter Loves This Book. She liked it so much that she even read it to her dad! My daughter always liked Amelia Bedelia, but since it's about a young girl she
connected with it better. She liked all the funny things she did, like playing tag when the teacher said it was time to put her name on the tag. She laughed a lot and then wanted to talk about what Amelia had done wrong and how she got it mixed up. Parent Reaction I picked because I've
always loved Amelia Bedelia! I liked the book and read it a couple of times myself. It's fun to see a cute girl is silly. Type book: This picture book introduces us to the new Amelia Bedelia with the same humor and word game we Wait. Educational Topics: Starting school can be daunting, but
this book can take some of that away by showing that we can all misinterpret words sometimes, especially if they can mean two different things. Word game is still fun to explore even after school is well started. Reading Level: 2.0 Recommended Age To Read By Yourself: 7-10
Recommended Age To Read Together: 4 to 8 Age of child: Read with and by a 5-year-old girl. Purchase recommendation: Borrow or buy. I'd like to buy this for someone whose child starts school soon. It's fun and will ease their fears. Amelia Bedelia fans also want it in her collection.
Herman Parish (Author) Lynne Avril (Illustrator) Amelia Bedelia goes to school and mixes up just about everything in this bright and funny picture book about the childhood of an iconic character. In the first book of the nationally bestselling series about childhood, America's favorite literally
minded mistress, Amelia Bedelia is convinced that she will absolutely love school – after all, who doesn't love? But after hopping on the bus, like a bunny (hurry up, sweetheart), confusing her name tag with the game (we don't play the tag), and pasting herself into her seat (oh dear), Amelia
Bedelia reveals that what she sees as a step is not always the way the world works. However, friendships, lessons learned and projects are being developed, and through it all amelia Betelly's teacher, Mrs. Edwards, offers gentle guidance and an open heart. Amelia Bedelia Books Have
Sold Over 35 Million Copies Price $7.99 $7.35 Publisher Greenwillow Books Publication Date June 23, 2015 Pages 32 Dimensions 8.8 X 10.3 X 0.1 inches | 0.35 pounds Language English Tips Paperback EAN/UPC 9780061544576 Herman Parish was in fourth grade when his aunt, Peggy
Parish, wrote the first book about Amelia Bedelia. The author lives in Princeton, New Jersey. After years of freelancing as a graphic artist, Lynne Avril fell into illustrating children's books... and has done more than sixty-five, including Wagons Ho! and if I ran for president. No child can resist
Amelia [Bedelia] and her literal journeys through mine from English – and no adult can fail to notice that she is usually right when she is wrong. - New York Times Book ReviewReaders will giggle over Amelia [Bedelia]'s failure, and her true joie de vivre can assuage the first day of fear. -
Publishers Weekly Amelia [Bedelia] wears her new picture book format also... [it] works beautifully as a new way to come across a gaffe-prone gal. --BooklistReving away with her pun-filled humor and misunderstandings of some expressions, Amelia Bedelia has her first day of school on
this adventure... Children laugh at Amelia Bedelia's antics, and in many cases, illustrations enhance the textual humor. ... Young readers will be concerned with the emotions that Amelia feels. - School Library Journal Liz's Kid Picks VIEW LIST (24 books)
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